
Paging Solutions



Paging offers something unique as a communication 
method in our interconnected world: independence. 
Smartphones may be almost ubiquitous in the 21st 
century, but cellular network coverage is not. In rural  
areas there may be weak or no reception, and it also 
fails to reach inside many buildings. Cellular networks 
can also be overwhelmed by the sheer number of  
users in some circumstances, and are also vulnerable to 
a range of technical problems.

Paging is a highly resilient technology for ensuring  
critical messages always reach their recipients on time. 
Your paging network can run from your own  
transmitters, providing total coverage within your area 
of operations - even within most buildings. Paging is a 
very reliable technology, and with ownership of the  
infrastructure, you will be able to ensure continual  
operation even in times of major disruption to public 
infrastructure.

If you need an incredibly reliable way of contacting your 
staff with high-importance communications, particularly 
in remote or rural areas, paging could be the right 
solution for you.



Paging is suitable for a range of private and public sector 
uses, including:

• Critical messaging within hospitals
• Urgent job alerts for infrastructure engineers
• Call-outs for mountain search and rescue teams,  

lifeboat crews, firefighters and police rapid response 
units

• Backup communications for key public workers 
during national emergencies

• Any operations in remote areas with poor cellular 
reception



Medical pagers

Life-saving messaging, when every moment counts
Pagers are widely used within hospitals, and for good reason. 
When responding to a life-threatening emergency, particularly 
a cardiac arrest, medical staff must reach the patient as quickly 
as possible. There is no margin for error, and cellular networks 
often do not reach into all parts of a building, while Wi-Fi can 
be vulnerable to technical problems or loss of internet  
connection.

Multitone have a long history in providing pagers and paging 
systems to hospitals, particularly the British National Health 
Service (NHS). In fact, Multitone invented the world’s first 
closed loop paging system at London’s St. Thomas’ Hospital in 
1956.

Today, Multitone count around 75% of private and acute  
hospitals in the UK among our customers. If you require a 
trusted, modern paging system for medical use, look no  
further.



Emergency service paging

Get the message across
Multitone have a deep and long-standing relationship with 
emergency services around the world. We provide paging  
systems, along with other technologies, to around 85% of fire 
and rescue services in the United Kingdom. When an 
emergency strikes, across the country, Multitone pagers call 
firefighters to action.

Firefighters are not the only lifesavers with Multitone pagers. 
We also work with the Royal National Lifeboat Institution, who 
have hundreds of lifeboat stations with volunteer crews across 
the United Kingdom and Republic of Ireland. Our pagers 
ensure lifeboat crews muster as quickly as possible, many of 
whom live and operate in remote areas where cellular 
coverage can be unreliable.
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